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We develop a modulation theory model based on a Lagrangian formulation to investigate the evo-
lution of dark and grey optical spatial solitary waves for both the defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger
(NLS) equation and the nematicon equations describing nonlinear beams, nematicons, in self-
defocusing nematic liquid crystals. Since it has an exact soliton solution, the defocusing NLS
equation is used as a test bed for the modulation theory applied to the nematicon equations, which
have no exact solitary wave solution. We find that the evolution of dark and grey NLS solitons,
as well as nematicons, is entirely driven by the emission of diffractive radiation, in contrast to the
evolution of bright NLS solitons and bright nematicons. Moreover, the steady nematicon profile is
non-monotonic due to the long range nonlocality associated with the perturbation of the optic axis.
Excellent agreement is obtained with numerical solutions of both the defocusing NLS and nematicon
equations. The comparisons for the nematicon solutions raise a number of subtle issues relating to
the definition and measurement of the width of a dark or grey nematicon.
PACS numbers: 42.65.Tg, 42.70.Df, 05.45.Yv
I. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation
i
∂u
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u
∂x2
+ |u|2u = 0 (1)
is a nonlinear wave equation arising in a broad range
of physical settings, including water waves and nonlinear
optics [1, 2]. This equation is of special interest because it
possesses an exact solution in terms of the inverse scatter-
ing transform [1], which implies that it has soliton (rather
than just solitary wave) solutions, an infinite number of
conservation laws etc. The distinction between solitary
wave and soliton solutions is that when any number of
solitons interact they do not change form and the only
outcome of the interaction is a phase shift. Various gen-
eralisations of the NLS equation (1) arise in optics [2]
and possess solitary wave, but not soliton, solutions, in-
cluding nonlinear beams in reorientational media such as
nematic liquid crystals, which is of particular relevance
to the present work [3–5].
The most common version of NLS equation (1) con-
tains the so-called Kerr self-focusing term, by which a
higher intensity corresponds to a proportionally higher
refractive index, so that an optical beam self-focuses
[1, 2, 6]. When Kerr self-focusing balances diffraction
the solution is referred to as a bright soliton as it is an
isolated self-confined beam on a dark background of zero
intensity. Conversely, if the sign of the nonlinearity in
(1) is reversed, the defocusing NLS equation
i
∂u
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u
∂x2
− |u|2u = 0, (2)
results, which models a medium for which there is a re-
duction in refractive index wherever there is an increased
intensity, leading to self-defocusing of light beams and,
eventually, to the formation of dark and grey soliton so-
lutions, i.e. propagation invariant dips on a finite back-
ground level [2]. For a dark soliton the intensity goes
to zero on axis, while for a grey soliton it reduces to a
non-zero level below the background. In this work we
consider dark and grey NLS solitons and dark and grey
nematicons, the latter being the solitary wave solutions of
the self-defocusing nematicon equations. While nematic
liquid crystals are self-focusing, the addition of suitable
dyes (e.g. azo molecules) can turn them into defocus-
ing media [7]. Modulation theory will be used to find
a variational approximation to the steady dark and grey
nematicon solutions. In addition, the same approach will
be used to analyse how dark and grey nematicons evolve
from a fairly general initial condition. Neither the fo-
cusing nor the defocusing nematicon equations possess
an exact solitary wave solution. Modulation theory has
proven to be a useful approximate technique for analysing
the evolution of bright solitary waves governed by equa-
tions, particularly focusing NLS-type equations, which
do not possess an exact solution for these solitary waves.
While it has been extensively applied to focusing NLS-
type equations, it has not been applied to the equations
governing nonlinear beam propagation in de-focusing me-
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dia. Modulation theory is based on the choice of a suit-
able trial function for the unknown solitary wave profile
in a Lagrangian formulation of the governing equations
[8]. For NLS equations which do possess an exact solitary
wave solution, this modulation theory approach reduces
to standard perturbation theory [8]. Modulation theory
has proven to be a successful approximate analytical the-
ory providing solutions in excellent agreement with nu-
merical [9, 10] and experimental results [5, 11, 12], even
for the refraction of nematicons in non-uniform media
[12–15]. In addition, it has been found to give excellent
results for more complicated structures, such as undu-
lar bores [16] and optical vortices [17–20]. An advantage
of using modulation theory to develop approximate solu-
tions is that the diffractive radiation shed when a solitary
wave evolves can be incorporated [8, 9, 21]. Accounting
for this diffractive radiation is crucial in the present work
as the evolution of dark and grey solitary waves is funda-
mentally determined by it. In previous studies using av-
eraged Lagrangian techniques dark solitons evolved due
to perturbation terms added to the defocusing NLS equa-
tion (2), so that radiation played little role [22, 23]. In
contrast to the evolution of a bright NLS soliton [8], how-
ever, ignoring this radiative loss yields modulation equa-
tions which show no evolution. To understand the role
of radiation on the evolution of a dark (grey) nematicon,
we first develop the required tools and understanding for
the simpler defocusing NLS equation. Indeed, for both
the defocusing NLS and nematicon equations the modu-
lation equations show the evolution of an initial condition
to dark and grey solitary waves and provide simple exact
solutions in excellent agreement with numerical ones.
II. DARK AND GREY NLS SOLITONS
Before considering the dark and grey solitary waves of
the defocusing nematicon equations, let us consider the
(1 + 1)-D Kerr case, e.g. the defocusing NLS equation
(2). This has the soliton solution
u = [B tanhB(x−Az) + iA] e−iu
2
0z, A2+B2 = u20, (3)
which is dark for A = 0 and B = u0 and grey for A 6= 0
[2]. While the defocusing NLS equation yields exact dark
and grey solitons, the defocusing nematicon equations to
be considered in Section IV do not possess such solutions.
In the absence of exact solutions, a useful approach con-
sists of using trial functions in a variational formulation
of the governing equations [8, 9, 24]. In the limit of a
slowly-varying wave train, this variational approach is
the same as Whitham modulation theory [1]. A com-
monly used trial function is the chirped solitary wave of
Anderson [24], which gives good results for a wide variety
of NLS-type equations [25]. However, a drawback of this
chirped form is that there is no way to include radiative
losses, so that the solitary wave under this approxima-
tion does not evolve to a steady state. An alternative
approach accounting for this radiative loss has been de-
veloped [8, 9, 21], with the radiative terms derived from
perturbed inverse scattering [8]. The form of these terms
has independently been obtained using standard soliton
perturbation theory [26–28].
The NLS equation (2) has the Lagrangian
L = i (u∗uz − uu∗z)− |ux|2 − |u|4 − u40. (4)
with the asterisk superscript denoting the complex con-
jugate. To find approximations to the dark and grey NLS
soliton solutions, we use the trial function
u =
[
B tanh
x− ξ
w
+ iA
]
e−iu
2
0z, A2 +B2 = u20, (5)
which is based on the exact solution (3), as in Refs.
[22, 23]. The parameters w, A and B are now functions
of z. The waist is w0 at z = 0 and w 6= 1/B in general,
so that the initial condition will evolve in a self-similar
fashion to the exact soliton (3). The trial function (5)
does not contain a shelf term, as for an evolving bright
NLS soliton [8]. The long wavelength radiation shed by
an evolving soliton has low group velocity and so accu-
mulates under the soliton, forming a shelf [8, 28]. If such
a shelf term were included in the trial function (5), at
first order it would give zero contribution as all integrals
involving the even shelf and the odd dark soliton inte-
grate to zero in the averaged Lagrangian. The “chirp”
variational method [24] cannot be used for the dark or
grey solitons as the integrals involving the chirp are di-
vergent. Moreover, since it will be found that the dark
(grey) soliton evolution is driven completely by the emit-
ted diffractive radiation which cannot be incorporated in
the chirp method, this method is unsuitable for analysing
the evolution of dark or grey solitons, even if no divergent
integrals were involved. Substituting the trial function
(5) into the Lagrangian (4) and averaging by integrating
in x from −∞ to ∞ results in the averaged Lagrangian
L = −4
[
AB − u20 tan−1
B
A
]
ξ′ − 4
3
B2
w
− 4
3
B4w. (6)
It should be noted that the tan−1B/A term has been
added to disentangle the background carrier wave from
the actual dark soliton [22, 23].
Variations of the averaged Lagrangian (6) with respect
to B, w and ξ give
dξ
dz
=
A
3Bw
+
2
3
ABw, (7)
w = B−1, (8)
dB
dz
= 0. (9)
The variational equations then give the exact dark soli-
ton solution (3) and no evolution occurs, because the
radiation loss has not been included and so the parame-
ters of (5) cannot adjust. This behaviour is unlike that
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for the bright NLS soliton for which the amplitude and
waist undergo a harmonic oscillation without evolving to
a steady state when radiation loss is ignored [8]. The
form of this radiation loss and the consequent modifica-
tion of the variational equations will be considered next.
III. RADIATION LOSS FOR DARK AND GREY
NLS SOLITONS
The radiation shed by an evolving dark or grey soliton
has an amplitude much lower than that of the soliton.
Hence, it is governed by the NLS equation (2) linearised
about the background carrier wave. Let us linearise with
u = u0e
−iu20z + u1e
−iu20z, (10)
where |u1|  |u0|. Substituting this linearised expansion
into the NLS equation (2) and neglecting terms quadratic
and higher in u1 results in
i
∂u1
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u1
∂x2
− u20 [u1 + u∗1] = 0. (11)
This linear equation will be solved using Laplace trans-
forms. Before doing this, let us consider what is needed
to calculate the radiation loss from the dark soliton, dom-
inated by mass loss as for bright solitons [8].
The NLS equation (2) has the mass conservation equa-
tion
i
∂
∂z
[
|u|2 − |u0|2
]
+
1
2
[u∗ux − uu∗x] = 0. (12)
As for a bright NLS soliton, long wavelength linear ra-
diation has low group velocity, so it forms a shelf of size
` under the evolving dark soliton [8]. The existence of
this radiation shelf has also been proven using perturba-
tion theory [28]. Integrating from the edge of the shelf
at ξ + `/2 to ∞ gives the mass lost to radiation which
propagates to the right of the soliton as
d
dz
∫ ∞
ξ+`/2
[
|u|2 − |u0|2
]
dx = Imu∗ux|x=ξ+`/2 (13)
= Im(u0 + u
∗
1)u1x|x=ξ+`/2 ,
on using the linearisation (11). A similar expression holds
for radiation propagating to the left. We then just need
to determine Im(u∗1u1x) at x = ξ + `/2 to calculate the
soliton mass lost to shed radiation.
To solve the linearised radiation equation (11) it is con-
venient to convert it into a system of equations by setting
u1 = f + ig, where f and g are real. Then
∂g
∂z
− 1
2
∂2f
∂x2
+ 2u20f = 0,
∂f
∂z
+
1
2
∂2g
∂x2
= 0. (14)
This system can be solved using Laplace transforms, on
noting that there is no initial radiation, so that f = g =
0 at z = 0. The radiation is matched to the shelf at
x = ξ+ `/2. If the shelf has height r at x = ξ+ `/2, then
from the expansion (10) we obtain
u1 = re
iϕeiu
2
0z at x = ξ + `/2, (15)
where ϕ is the phase of the shelf at x = ξ + `/2. The
shelf height r can be estimated by noting that the mass
in the shelf at z is∫ ∞
−∞
[
|u|2 − |u0|2
]
dx = −2B2w. (16)
The shelf of size ` contains the excess mass that the soli-
ton sheds in order to reach its steady state mass −2B2fwf
[21]. Hence
r2 =
2B2w − 2B2fwf
`
. (17)
On taking Laplace transforms of the system (14) the re-
sulting linear system has four eigenvalues. The two which
give decay as x→∞ are
λ± = −
√
2
√
u20 ±
√
u40 − s2, (18)
where s is the Laplace transform variable. Expanding for
large s shows that the root λ+ corresponds to incoming
waves, so it is neglected. It is then found that
ū1 = f̄ + iḡ = D
(
i−
λ2−
2s
)
eλ−x, (19)
where the over bar denotes the Laplace transform, D is
an integration constant and λ− is given by (18). It is
not possible to invert this Laplace transform, but a large
z expansion, i.e. a small s expansion, can provide the
asymptotic behaviour of the radiation. For s→ 0
ū1x ∼ −
s
u0
ū1, (20)
so that
u1x ∼ −u−10 u1z (21)
as z → ∞. Substituting this asymptotic limit for the
radiation into (13) and using the boundary condition (15)
we find
d
dz
∫ ∞
ξ+`/2
[
|u|2 − |u0|2
]
dx = −u0r2, (22)
on noting that the dominant z derivative comes from the
phase iu20z in (15) and that the contribution of the u1z
term alone averages to zero. Finally, adding the loss (22)
and its counterpart in x < ξ−`/2 to the rate of change of
the soliton mass (16) gives the mass conservation equa-
tion with radiation loss
d
dz
(
B2w
)
= −2u0
B2w −B2fwf
`
. (23)
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The variational equation (9) shows that the depth B of
the dark (grey) soliton is fixed. Let us denote fixed point
values by the subscript f . The mass loss equation (23)
can then be integrated to provide
w = wf + (w0 − wf )e−2u0z/`, where wf = B−10 , (24)
and w = w0 and B = B0 at z = 0. The steady state
value wf is just the relation for the exact dark (grey)
soliton solution (3). Finally, the modulation equations
for the evolution of a dark (grey) NLS soliton have a
simple analytical solution, unlike those for the evolution
of a bright NLS soliton [8].
IV. DARK AND GREY NEMATICONS
Let us now apply the theory developed for the defocus-
ing NLS equation to the defocusing nematicon equations
i
∂u
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u
∂x2
− 2θu = 0, (25)
ν
∂2θ
∂x2
− 2qθ = −2|u|2, (26)
with u the envelope of the electric field of the light beam
and θ the angular orientation of the optic axis (or di-
rector) of the nematic liquid crystals with respect to the
beam wavevector along z [4, 5]. The dark and grey ne-
maticons will form on a linear carrier wave. The linear
solution of the nematicon equations (25) and (26) is
u = u0e
−2iu20z/q, θ =
u20
q
. (27)
Hence, the system (25) and (26) has the Lagrangian
L = i (u∗uz − uu∗z)− |ux|2 − 4θ|u|2 + νθ2x
+ 2qθ2 − 2u
4
0
q
. (28)
A trial function for a modulation theory of the electric
field u can be developed in analogy with that for the de-
focusing NLS equation (Section II). A suitable function
matching with the carrier wave is
u =
[
B tanh
x− ξ
w
+ iA
]
e−2iu
2
0z/q, B2+A2 = u20. (29)
A trial function for θ needs more care as it must match
with the solution of the director reorientation equation
(26) as x → ±∞, based on u given by (29). Such a
suitable trial function is
θ =
1
q
[
α2 tanh2
x− ξ
β
+ γ2
]
, α2 + γ2 = u20. (30)
Due to nonlocality, the width of the director distribu-
tion is larger than that of the beam and β  w in the
highly nonlocal limit (ν large) [4, 29]. As for the dark
and grey solitons of the defocusing NLS equation, the
trial functions (29) and (30) are now substituted into the
Lagrangian (28), which is then averaged by integrating
in x from −∞ to ∞ (see [1]), resulting in
L = −4
[
AB − u20 tan−1
B
A
]
ξ′ − 4
3
B2
w
− 4
√
πC1C2B
2α2βw
q
√
C21β
2 + C22w
2
+
16ν
15
α4
q2β
+
8
3q
α4β. (31)
Here
C1 =
2
√
6
π3/2
and C2 =
2√
π
(32)
in the limit ν large, which is the relevant case for light
beams in nematic liquid crystals [7, 29]. Again, the
tan−1B/A term has been added to subtract out the mo-
mentum of the carrier wave [22, 23].
Variations with respect to B, ξ, α and β give
B
A
dξ
dz
=
1
3w
+
√
πC1C2α
2βw
q
√
C21β
2 + C22w
2
, (33)
dB
dz
= 0, (34)
4
3
(
1 +
2ν
5qβ2
)
α2 =
√
πC1C2B
2w√
C21β
2 + C22w
2
, (35)
and
2
3
(
1− 2ν
5qβ2
)
α2 =
√
πC1C
3
2B
2w3
[C21β
2 + C22w
2]
3/2
, (36)
respectively. The last two modulation equations can be
solved to provide
2C21β
2 =
2νC21
5q
+ C22w
2 +
[(
2νC21
5q
+ C22w
2
)2
+
24νC21C
2
2w
2
5q
]1/2
. (37)
Variations with respect to w can also be found. However,
as for the defocusing NLS equation of Section II, these
variations only lead to the fixed point, or steady dark
nematicon, relation as loss to shed radiation has not yet
been included. Mass loss to radiation again drives the
evolution of a dark or grey nematicon. Variations with
respect to w give
w−2f =
3
√
πC31C2α
2
fβ
3
f
q
[
C21β
2
f + C
2
2w
2
f
]3/2 . (38)
The steady-state nematicon is found by solving the tran-
scendental equations (35), (37) and (38) for the quantities
αf , βf and wf .
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V. RADIATION LOSS FOR DARK AND GREY
NEMATICONS
As previously noted, the effect of the radiation lost as
the dark nematicon evolves must be included in the mod-
ulation equations of the previous section in order for the
solution to evolve to a fixed point, giving the steady state
dark nematicon. The simplest way to include radiation
loss in the modulation equations is again to consider the
mass equation (13), which also holds for the dark ne-
maticon equations (25) and (26). As the amplitude of
the shed radiation is much smaller than that of the ne-
maticon (as for the NLS equation of Section III), away
from the nematicon we have
u = u0e
−2iu20z/q + u1e
−2iu20z/q, (39)
θ =
u20
q
+ θ1, (40)
with |u1|  u0 and |θ1|  u20/q. The perturbation u1
is the shed radiation, with θ1 being the effect of the ra-
diation on the orientation of the optic axis. With these
linearisations the same mass loss expression (13) applies.
Substituting the linearisations (39) and (40) into the
nematicon equations (25) and (26), we have at first order
i
∂u1
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u1
∂x2
− 2u0θ1 = 0, (41)
ν
∂2θ1
∂x2
− 2qθ1 = −2u0 (u1 + u∗1) . (42)
The solution of these equations for the shed radiation
is then matched at x = ξ ± `/2 with the shelf of ra-
diation under the nematicon, so that at x = ξ ± `/2
u1 = |u1| exp(iψ(z)), with ψ(z) a slowly varying function
(see [8]) and θ1 is to be determined consistently due to
the equation for θ1 (42) being elliptic. At z = 0, u1 = 0
and θ1 = 0 as initially there is no radiation. Let us first
consider the region x ≥ ξ + `/2 to the right of the evolv-
ing nematicon. Again, the linear system (41) and (42) is
most easily solved by splitting u1 into real and imaginary
parts, u1 = f + ig, where f and g are real. We thus have
∂g
∂z
− 1
2
∂2f
∂x2
+ 2u0θ1 = 0, (43)
∂f
∂z
+
1
2
∂2g
∂x2
= 0, (44)
ν
∂2θ1
∂x2
− 2qθ1 = −4u0f. (45)
The boundary conditions for this system are
f = fb = |u1| cos
(
ψ + 2u20z/q
)
, (46)
g = gb = |u1| sin
(
ψ + 2u20z/q
)
at x = ξ ± `/2. The real system (43)–(45) can be solved
using Laplace transforms in z. The resulting system can
be shown to have solutions which decay for x > 0. As the
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The beam half-waist versus propaga-
tion distance, wm versus z, for a dark NLS soliton. Shown
are the analytical solution from modulation theory (solid lines
(red)) and numerical solution (dashed lines (green)). The up-
per pair of curves are for w0 = 1.5 and the lower pair for
w0 = 0.5. The other parameters are A = 0 and B = 1.
Laplace transform solution cannot be inverted exactly,
it is expanded for small transform variable s, which is
equivalent to large z, to obtain the large z behaviour of
the shed radiation. In this manner we obtain
a = Pbe−λ1(x−x0) + +Qb∗e−λ
∗
1(x−x0) +Rc, (47)
where x0 = ξ + `/2,
a = (f̄ , ḡ, θ̄1)
T , b = (1,
2s
λ21
, λ1)
T ,
c = (1,−2u
2
0
qs
,− 2u0
qνs2
)T (48)
and
λ1 = e
iπ/4
[
q
ν
+
√
q2
ν2
+
16u20
ν
]1/2
(49)
for ν large. Here the overbar again denotes the Laplace
transform and P , Q and R are constants of integration,
which are functions of s. The constants of integration are
determined from the boundary conditions after equation
(42), giving
R =
qs
2u20
ḡb, P = Q =
f̄b
2
− qs
4u20
ḡb. (50)
Unlike the dark NLS soliton of Section III, the contri-
bution to the mass flux in (13) from u0u1x is zero, so that
the mass lost to radiation which propagates to the right
of the nematicon is
d
dz
∫ ∞
ξ+`/2
[
|u|2 − |u0|2
]
dx = gfx|x=ξ+`/2 . (51)
The large z (small s) solution (47) is now used to evalu-
ate the flux term in this mass loss equation. The terms
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The beam half-waist versus propa-
gation distance, wm versus z, for a grey NLS soliton. The
analytical solution from modulation theory (solid lines (red))
and the numerical solution (dashed lines (green)) are graphed.
The upper pair of curves are for w0 = 1.8 and the lower pair
for w0 = 0.6. The other parameters are A = 0.6 and B = 0.8.
involving the s multiplicative factor are approximated to
leading order in terms of the z derivative of g at the
boundary, as in (21). These then give a contribution
proportional to g2, which is then averaged over the fast
2u20z/q time scale imposed by the boundary condition on
g in (46). In a similar manner to the derivation of the
mass loss (22) for the dark NLS soliton, we find that af-
ter this averaging the final result for the equation of mass
conservation for the dark (grey) nematicon, including loss
to diffractive radiation, is
d
dz
(
B2w
)
= −Γ
B2w −B2fwf
`
,
where Γ =
1
2
[
q
ν
+
√
q2
ν2
+
16u20
ν
]1/2
. (52)
As for the dark soliton of Section II, the depth B of the
dark (grey) nematicon is fixed from the variational equa-
tion (34), so the mass loss equation (52) can be integrated
to give
w = wf + (w0 − wf )e−Γz/`, (53)
where w0 is the initial value of w. The modulation
equations for the evolution of a dark (grey) nematicon
comprise the explicit solution for w (53), together with
the transcendental equations (35) and (37) for α and β.
Hence the solution for w has the same simple form as for
the defocusing NLS equation. There is no simple expres-
sion for the fixed point width wf , however, as the fixed
point relation (38) has to be solved in conjunction with
the algebraic equations (35) and (37).
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) shows the beam position versus
propagation distance, ξ versus z, and (b) shows the beam
velocity versus propagation distance, ξ
′
versus z, for the grey
NLS soliton. The analytical solution from modulation theory
(solid lines (red)) and the numerical solution (dashed lines
(green)) are shown. The upper pair of curves are for w0 = 1.8
and the lower pair are for w0 = 0.6, but with −ξ or -ξ
′
shown.
The other parameters are A = 0.6 and B = 0.8.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical solutions of the defocusing NLS and
nematicon equations (2), (25) and (26), respectively,
were obtained using a hybrid Runge-Kutta finite dif-
ference scheme for the NLS or NLS-type equations (2)
and (25), and Gauss-Seidel iteration with successive over-
relaxation for the director equation (26). The scheme de-
tails are described in the Appendix. For all the numerical
solutions presented here the discretisations ∆x = 0.1 and
∆z = 1× 10−2 were used.
A. Dark and grey NLS solitons
We shall compare results of the modulation theory
with numerical solutions for both the width and the po-
sition of evolving dark and grey solitons. For the dark
and grey NLS solitons, numerical solutions show that the
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trough depth A and far field amplitude u0, and hence B,
do not evolve and only the width w and the position ξ of
the soliton evolve, in agreement with the modulation the-
ory of Section II. To obtain these comparisons between
numerical solutions and modulation theory, we measure
the soliton width at an amplitude |u| = (u0+A)/2, which
is half of its total depth. Such an analytical width is
wm = 2w tanh
−1 um, where (54)
um =
[(u0 +A)
2 −A2] 12
2B
.
The modulation solution for the width evolution of the
dark and grey NLS solitons is (24). As A and B are
constant in the modulation theory, the position (7) can
be found explicitly. The width and position of dark and
grey NLS solitons are then given by (24) and
ξ =
2
3
AB
[
wfz −
`
2u0
(w0 − wf ) e−2u0z/`
]
(55)
+
A
3
[
z +
`
2u0
ln
(
wf + (w0 − wf ) e−2u0z/`
)]
−ξ0,
where
ξ0 = −
2`
3u0
AB (w0 − wf ) +
A`
3u0
ln(w0). (56)
In the following discussion of results for dark and grey
Kerr solitons and nematicons the quantity w shall be
referred to as the waist and wm as the half-waist. The
shelf width ` [28] was chosen to be ` = wf as this gives
the correct decay rate of the soliton waist onto the steady
state value for a broad range of initial conditions. This
value differs from that for bright NLS beam evolution,
for which ` ≈ 3wf [8].
Figure 1 shows the beam half-waist versus propaga-
tion distance, wm versus z, for a dark NLS soliton. Two
examples are shown for the initial values w0 = 1.5 and
w0 = 0.5. The other parameters are A = 0 and B = 1,
so the background amplitude is u0 = 1. In this exam-
ple the final waist is wf = B
−1 = 1, with the initial
half-waists being wm0 = 1.68 and wm0 = 0.549 and the
final half-waist being wmf = 1.10. The figure shows that
for both initial conditions the half-waist relaxes quickly
to the steady state value, being within 1% of the steady
state value by z ≈ 5.8. The results also confirm the mod-
ulation theory prediction that A and B remain constant,
as analytical and numerical values of the steady state
half-waist differ by less than 0.1%. It can be seen that,
for the initial condition w0 = 1.5, initially the numerical
half-waist does not change greatly. The soliton undergoes
some initial internal rearrangement which is not captured
by the modulation trial function (5). However, the final
decay rate of the soliton onto the steady state is well
captured by the modulation theory. A dark NLS soliton
remains stationary at the initial location ξ = 0 for all z.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Numerical solutions for NLS dark soli-
ton and dark nematicon. Solution of nematicon equations
(25) and (26): solid line (red); solution of NLS equation (2):
dashed line (green). The initial parameters are w = 2, B = 1,
u0 = 1, ν = 200 and q = 2.
Figure 2 shows the beam half-waist versus propaga-
tion distance, wm versus z, for a grey NLS soliton. Two
examples are shown for the initial conditions w0 = 1.8
and w0 = 0.6. The other parameters are A = 0.6 and
B = 0.8, so again the background amplitude is u0 = 1.
For this example the final waist is wf = B
−1 = 1.25, the
initial half-waists are wm0 = 2.86 and wm0 = 0.954 and
the final half-waists are wmf = 1.99. The figure shows
that for both examples the half-waist relaxes quickly onto
the steady state value, being within 1% of it by z ≈ 9.4.
The analytical and numerical values of the steady state
half-waist differ by less than 0.3%, which again confirms
the accuracy of the modulation equations and their pre-
diction that the depth of a grey soliton does not change,
so that A and B are constant. For the wide initial beam
there is again some initial reshaping which is not well
captured by the modulation trial function (5). However,
the comparison is still very good, with the final decay
rate of the solitons onto the steady state well predicted
by the modulation theory.
Figure 3 (a) shows the beam position versus propaga-
tion distance, ξ versus z, while Figure 3 (b) shows the
beam velocity versus propagation distance, ξ
′
versus z,
for a grey NLS soliton. The same two examples consid-
ered in Figure 2 are displayed, for which w0 = 1.8 and
w0 = 0.6. The initial displacement of the soliton for
z  1 is (55)
ξ = Az − AB`
6u0
ln(B)− ξ0 +O(z2), (57)
which shows that the initial velocity differs little from
its steady state value A. The modulation theory then
explains the small change in the velocity of the soliton.
Figure 3 (a) shows that the differences between the ana-
lytical and numerical position, during the soliton evolu-
tion, are very small. At z = 13 the difference is less than
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Numerical solutions of nematicon equa-
tions (25) and (26). |u|: solid line (red); θ: dashed line
(green). Eigenfunctions are (58) with C = 0.09 and x0 = 7
in x > 0 and the symmetric mode in x < 0: dot-dashed line
(blue). The initial parameters are w = 2, B = 0.5, A = 0,
u0 = 0.5, ν = 200 and q = 2.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Properties of the steady state dark
nematicon versus the nonlocality ν. Modulation and numeri-
cal solutions for the inverse waist w−1f (solid line and squares
(green)), the inverse half-waist w−1mf (dashed lines and trian-
gles (blue)) and the director minimum θ(0) (dot-dashed lines
and circles (red)) are shown. The other parameters are A = 0,
u0 = B = 0.5 and q = 2.
1%, confirming the excellent comparisons for all z values.
Figure 3 (b) shows that there is some initial differences
in the analytical and numerical velocities, but they settle
quickly down to the steady-state values by z ≈ 5. The
numerical steady-state velocities are about 4% less than
the analytical values of ξ
′
= A = 0.6. The large initial
differences between the analytical and numerical veloci-
ties are associated with the initial rearrangement of the
soliton, which is not captured by modulation theory.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Width evolution for a dark nematicon.
Analytical solution from modulation theory (solid lines (red))
and numerical solution (dashed lines (green)) are displayed.
In each figure the upper pair of curves are for w0 = 3 and the
lower pair for w0 = 1.8. (a) waist w versus z, (b) half-waist
wm versus z. The other parameters are A = 0, u0 = B = 0.5,
q = 2 and ν = 200.
B. Dark and grey nematicons
A major difference between the evolution of a dark or
grey NLS soliton and a dark or grey nematicon is the
amount of diffractive radiation produced as they evolve.
This is illustrated in Figure 4, where the greater amount
of radiation for the evolving nematicon is clearly visible.
The shelf of low wavenumber radiation under the dark
nematicons can also be seen in this figure as the beam
has been shifted off |u| = 0, in agreement with theory
[28]. The interaction between the nematicon, shelf and
radiation changes the nematicon waist in a periodic man-
ner as waves are periodically shed from the edge of the
shelf.
The other major difference between a dark or grey Kerr
soliton and a dark or grey nematicon is visible in Figure
5. The steady dark (grey) NLS soliton (3) has a mono-
tonic profile on either side of the notch, while the steady
nematicon has two humps, these humps having the same
extent as the transverse distribution of the molecular di-
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rector, i.e. the (extraordinary) refractive index profile.
The humps are standing waves trapped by the director
profile and their existence can be explained by linearising
the nematicon equations (25) and (26). The linearised
equations (41) and (42) around the background level for
the radiation have a steady solution of the form
u0 + C exp(−Re(λ1)(x− x0)) (58)
in x > 0, with a symmetric solution in x < 0, where
Re(λ1) is the rate of decay of the optical axis and is given
by (49). The humps in the steady solution of Figure 5
involve this steady mode, whose width is imposed by the
optic axis distribution, typically larger that that of the
inner core of the dark nematicon. In Figure 5 these modes
are visible as it is clear that the rate of decay λ1 matches
the decay of the humps. These humps, which cannot
occur for the dark NLS soliton but are forced by the
optic axis (i.e. index) perturbation via the reorientational
nonlinear response, match in a nonlinear fashion to the
dark nematicon core.
The existence of the trapped linear mode complicates
the comparison of the modulation theory of Sections IV
and V with numerical solutions. The nonlinear transition
from the dark nematicon to the trapped mode alters the
waist of the former. While a trapped mode could possibly
be incorporated in the trial function (29) [30], this would
result in a much more complicated and extensive set of
modulation equations, destroying the simplicity of the
solution (33), (35), (37) and (53), which will be found
to agree well with numerical solutions. So, as well as
the half-waist comparisons for the dark NLS soliton, an
integral definition of the waist will be used. The mass in
the dark (grey) nematicon
M =
∫ x2
x1
[
u20 − |u|2
]
dx (59)
will be evaluated from numerical data. To avoid the con-
tribution of the trapped mode, x1 is the value of x to
the left of the minimum of the dark soliton at which
|u| = u0 and x2 is the corresponding point to the right.
For the trial function (29) this integral is 2B2w. There
are alternative methods for separating out the effect of
the trapped linear mode on the beam, for instance scal-
ing the beam tanh profile to reach the top of the linear
mode. These alternatives lead to very similar results to
those obtained from the integral (59).
Figure 6 displays the properties of the steady state
dark nematicon versus the nonlocality ν, i.e. the modu-
lation solution (35), (37) and (38), and results from the
numerical solution at large z = 200. The other param-
eters are A = 0, u0 = B = 0.5 and q = 2. Shown are
two measures of the inverse waist of the electric field u,
w−1f using the integral (59) and the half-waist w
−1
mf , and
the director minimum θ(0) = (u20−α2)/q. The half-waist
wm is measured from the numerical solution at the point
at which |u| = u0/2 = 0.25.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Width evolution for a grey nematicon.
Analytical solution from modulation theory (solid lines (red))
and numerical solution (dashed lines (green)) are displayed.
In each figure the upper pair of curves are for w0 = 3.2 and the
lower pair for w0 = 2.0. (a) waist w versus z, (b) half-waist
wm versus z. The other parameters are A = 0.2, B = 0.458,
u0 = 0.5, q = 2 and ν = 200.
In the local limit ν → 0 the defocusing nematicon equa-
tions (25) and (26) reduce to the defocusing NLS equa-
tion (2). The modulation solution in this local limit has
θ(0) = 2.16× 10−2, w−1f = 0.468 and w
−1
mf = 0.426. This
can be contrasted with the corresponding exact dark NLS
soliton solution which has w−1f = 0.5, w
−1
mf = 0.455 and
θ(0) = 0. The errors in the dark nematicon solution in
the local limit are due to the approximation for large ν
of the integral of 4θ|u|2 in the Lagrangian (28) for the
nematicon equations, which lead to (32). This integral
does not have an exact, closed form and the approxi-
mation used is valid in the experimental nonlocal limit
[7, 29]. For physically realistic experimental scenarios
ν = O(100) [11], in which case the used approximation
is accurate.
The waist of the electric field distribution u increases
(and the inverse waist decreases) as ν increases, as for a
bright nematicon [4, 9]. The director profile width (not
shown) also increases and becomes much broader than
the dark/grey beam in the nonlocal limit (ν large). This
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is a characteristic effect of the nonlocality, which results
in a broad director (optic axis) response to the electric
field, and also occurs for bright nematicons [4, 9, 29].
The director minimum angle θ(0) increases as ν increases,
again due to nonlocality spreading the director response
[4]. The numerical solutions for the waist w and the mini-
mum θ(0) in director distribution compare very well with
the modulation theory predictions over the full range of
ν. As ν increases, however, the analytical half-waist wmf
is about 20% smaller than the numerical half-waist. This
is due to the trapped linear mode seen in Figure 5, which
widens the nematicon at its top end, increasing the half-
waist of the combination nematicon beam plus trapped
mode. As expected, this widening increases with ν due
to the more pronounced director response, resulting in an
increasing difference between numerical and modulation
half-waists with nonlocality ν. The depth θ(0) of the di-
rector profile is not affected by the trapped linear mode,
so the agreement between numerical and modulation so-
lutions is excellent for all ν, except near ν = 0, for the
reason stated above. In detail, the modulation solutions
for the waist and the director minimum at ν = 200 are
w−1f = 0.402, w
−1
mf = 0.366 and θ(0) = 9.18×10−2, whilst
the values from numerical solutions are w−1f = 0.404,
w−1mf = 0.297 and θ(0) = 9.76× 10−2. The inverse waists
and director depths are extremely accurate, with differ-
ences of less than 5%. However, the difference in the half-
waist is much greater, of order 20%, due to the trapped
wave effect described above.
Figure 7(a) shows the beam waist, w, versus the prop-
agation distance, z, for a dark nematicon. The waist w
is calculated from the numerical solution using the in-
tegral (59). Two examples are displayed for the initial
values w0 = 3 and w0 = 1.8, the other parameters being
A = 0, B = 0.5, q = 2 and ν = 200, so that the car-
rier amplitude is u0 = 0.5. Figure 7(b) is for the same
initial conditions and parameter values, but shows the
half-waist wm. The initial half-waists are wm0 = 3.30
and wm0 = 1.98. For this example the final waists are
wf = 2.49 and wmf = 2.73. The integral definition of the
waist (59) cannot be used for small z before the shelf has
formed. Before the shelf forms x1 = −∞ and x2 =∞. As
total mass, i.e. the beam mass and that of the shed radi-
ation, is conserved, this integral is constant and provides
no evolution in w. The shelf first forms at z = 6.2 for
w0 = 3 and z = 2 for w0 = 1.8, so the numerical curves
in Figure 7(a) begin at these values. The numerical so-
lutions show that, for both initial conditions, the waists
undergo damped oscillations as they relax to the steady
state, unlike the modulation solutions which exhibit a
monotonic decay. The numerical steady state waists are
wf = 2.48 and wmf = 3.35. The modulation solution for
w follows the mean of the numerical damped oscillations
for w in Figure 7(a). The steady integral waist wf is very
close to the analytical solution, but, due to the trapped
linear mode, the steady half-waist wmf differs by 20%.
The oscillatory nature of the numerical solution is due to
the trapped linear mode, as illustrated in Figure 5. As
already discussed, this trapped mode increases the over-
all waist of the combined beam and linear mode, which is
why the agreement in Figure 7(b) is not as good as that
in Figure 7(a). A proper inclusion of the linear mode
in the trial function (29) is not straightforward [30] and
would result in a much more involved system of modula-
tion equations. The present modulation equations cap-
ture all of the features of the numerical solution. The
evolution of the director profile minimum is not shown
as it reaches a near steady state for small z because its
evolution is not affected by the trapped linear mode of
the electric field u. As for the dark NLS soliton, the dark
nematicon remains stationary for all z.
Figure 8(a) shows the beam waist, w, versus the prop-
agation distance, z, for a grey nematicon. The waist w
is calculated from the numerical solution using the in-
tegral (59). Two examples are presented for the initial
waists w0 = 3.2 and w0 = 2, the other parameters be-
ing A = 0.2, B = 0.458, q = 2 and ν = 200, so that
the carrier wave amplitude is u0 = 0.5. Figure 8(b) is
for the same initial conditions and parameter values, but
shows the half-waist wm. The initial half-waists are then
wm0 = 4.71 and wm0 = 2.94. For this example the fi-
nal waists are wf = 2.66 and wmf = 3.92. As for the
dark case, the integral definition of the waist (59) can-
not be used for small z before the shelf has formed. The
shelf first forms at z = 8.5 for w0 = 3.2 and z = 2.8
for w0 = 2, so the numerical curves in Figure 8(a) begin
at these values. The solutions are qualitatively similar
to those for the dark nematicon. The numerical waists
undergo damped oscillations as they relax to the steady
state, unlike the modulation solutions which exhibit a
monotonic decay. The numerical steady state waists are
wf = 2.66 and wmf = 4.63. The modulation solution
for w follows the mean of the numerical damped oscil-
lations for w in Figure 8(a). The steady integral waist
wf is very close to the analytical solution, but due to the
trapped linear mode the steady half-waist wmf differs by
about 15%. Once again, as for the dark case, the present
modulation equations capture all of the features of the
numerical solution, except the oscillation, giving instead
the mean of the oscillation. The evolution of the direc-
tor profile minimum is not shown due to its evolution to
the steady state over much shorter z. The analytical and
numerical values for the director minimum at the steady
state are θ(0) = 9.55×10−2 and 1.00×10−1, respectively,
a difference of about 5%.
Figure 9 (a) shows the beam position versus propaga-
tion distance, ξ versus z, while Figure 9 (b) shows the
beam velocity versus propagation distance, ξ
′
versus z,
for a grey nematicon. The same two examples consid-
ered in Figure 8 are displayed, for which w0 = 3.2 and
w0 = 1.8. In contrast to the NLS case, equation (33)
for the position ξ must be solved numerically using the
explicit solution for w (53) and the solutions for α and β
from (35) and (37). Figure 9 (b) shows that, for both ex-
amples, the velocity of the nematicon settles to its steady
state value at z ≈ 200 after the oscillations in nematicon
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FIG. 9: (Color online) (a) shows the beam position versus
propagation distance, ξ versus z, and (b) shows the beam
velocity versus propagation distance, ξ
′
versus z, for the grey
nematicon. The analytical solution from modulation theory
(solid lines (red)) and the numerical solution (dashed lines
(green)) are shown. The upper pair of curves are for w0 = 3.2
and the lower pair are for w0 = 2.0, but with −ξ or -ξ
′
shown.
The other parameters are A = 0.2 and B = 0.458.
waist have decayed. As in Figure 3 the initial differ-
ence between the soliton velocities is quite large, which
is associated with the large initial differences in width,
seen in Figure 8. Oscillations in the numerical nemati-
con position, corresponding to oscillations in the veloc-
ity, are also visible in Figure 9 (a). For the grey NLS
soliton considered in Figure 3 (b) the beam reached its
steady state velocity on a much shorter z-scale, at about
z = 5. The position and velocity of the grey NLS soliton
does not show much oscillation, due to the lack of the
trapped linear mode, as discussed above. At large values
of z the analytical and numerical nematicon velocities
are ξ
′
= 0.118 and ξ′ = 0.109 respectively, a difference
of 8%. For a grey NLS soliton the velocity for the same
parameter values is ξ
′
= A = 0.2. Hence, a grey nemati-
con travels much more slowly than an equivalent grey
NLS soliton. The differences between the analytical and
numerical positions are about 10% at z = 150.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The dark and grey solitary wave solutions of the de-
focusing NLS and nematicon equations have been stud-
ied in some detail. In particular, a modulation theory
has been developed to describe the self-similar evolution
of an initial condition to a steady dark or grey solitary
wave. While the defocusing NLS equation has an inverse
scattering solution, and so is fully understood in princi-
ple, it is not clear how use this solution to evaluate in
detail the interaction of the dark soliton with the radi-
ation it sheds. Modulation theory was then developed
for this equation in order to prepare tools and show their
accuracy in the Kerr context in which the dark and grey
soliton solutions are known. In contrast to the evolution
of bright solitons in Kerr and in reorientational media,
this evolution was found to be totally dominated by the
diffractive radiation shed as the solitary wave evolves.
Without proper inclusion of this radiation, the solitary
waves do not evolve.
Besides accurately predicting the evolution of a dark
or grey Kerr soliton, the modulation theory also gives
good agreement with numerical solutions for the reorien-
tational case, both for the steady state nematicon and its
self-similar evolution. An unusual feature of the steady
dark or grey nematicon is that its profile does not vary
in a monotonic fashion to the background level, as does
a dark or grey NLS soliton, but contains trapped linear
modes at its tails, which take the form of humps. These
humps are confined by the optic axis (director) distri-
bution due to the nonlocal response of nematic liquid
crystals, a feature missing in Kerr media described by
the defocusing NLS equation. The trapped linear modes
also presented challenges in terms of the appropriate def-
inition and measurement of the nematicon width.
This research was supported by the Royal Society of
London under Grant No. JP090179.
APPENDIX A: THE NUMERICAL SCHEME
The numerical solutions of the defocusing NLS or
NLS-type equations (2) and (25) were obtained by us-
ing centred finite differences in the spatial coordinate x
and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for the time-
like, propagation direction z. This method was chosen
over pure finite difference methods due to its high ac-
curacy relative to computational cost. For the nemati-
con system, the solution of the director equation (26)
was found using Gauss-Seidel iteration with successive
over-relaxation. The Laplacian operator in (26) was dis-
cretized using central differences to ensure second-order
accuracy.
The numerical solution method is described below for
the defocusing nematicon equations (25) and (26). The
defocusing NLS equation (2) is a special case with ν = 0
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and q = 2. Let us use the notation
um,n = u(zm = m∆z, xn = n∆x), (A1)
θm,n = θ(zm = m∆z, xn = n∆x),
n = 1, . . . , N , m = 1, 2, . . ., for the numerical solution.
The nematicon equations can be written in the form of
an ode by discretizing the x-derivatives using centred dif-
ferences to obtain
umz = f(um,n) =
i
2∆x2
(um,n+1 + um,n−1 − 2um,n)
−i(um,n+1 + um,n−1)θm,n(um,n), (A2)
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method then gives the so-
lution at zm+1 as
um+1,n = um,n +
1
6
(am,n + 2bm,n + 2cm,n + dm,n), (A3)
where
am,n = ∆zf(um,n), bm,n = ∆zf(um,n +
am,n
2
),
cm,n = ∆zf(um,n +
bm,n
2
), dm,n = ∆zf(um,n + cm,n).
The function f(u) in (A2) depends on u explicitly, and
also implicitly via the director equation (26). To ap-
ply the Runge-Kutta method (A3) a solution is needed
for the director distribution θ corresponding to a small
change in u. This solution is found by solving
ν
∂2θ
∂x2
− 2qθ = −2|um,n + δu|2, (A4)
to calculate the expressions for bm,n, cm,n and dm,n at
each z-step in the Runge-Kutta method. Once um+1,n is
found, the corresponding value of θm+1,n is calculated by
solving (26). All applications of the Gauss-Seidel method
needed only two iterations to obtain a converged solution
due to the small value of ∆z used. The accuracy of the
numerical method at each z-step is O(∆z4,∆x2).
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